(IDS) channels. In the IDS channel model considered therein, when bit t enters the channel, a random bit is inserted with probability P i and then bit t remains untransmitted, is deleted with probability P d , or is transmitted with probability 1-P i -P d . In the third case, bit t is flipped with probability P s .
The outer code in the DM scheme is a non-binary, 2 k -ary low-density parity-check (LDPC) code. The inner code has rate k/n and comprises a sparsifier and a watermark code. Synchronization is achieved by the inner decoder, which employs a BCJR-like, forward-backward algorithm. In [2] , bitlevel synchronization (BLS) is performed with the assumption that the sparsifier output bits are independent and identically distributed. In [3] , Briffa and others dispensed with this assumption with a modified inner decoder that performs symbol-level synchronization (SLS) to yield significant improvements in word error rate (WER) performance.
Like the BCJR algorithm, the computational complexity of both inner decoders is very high. A lookup table (LUT)-based implementation of the inner decoder, as originally proposed in [4] , nevertheless addresses this issue, although no thorough study of its computational requirements with and without the LUT was presented to show this. In this letter, we show that under the assumption of identical insertion and deletion rates, negligible deterioration in WER performance can be achieved with an LUT as small as 7·2 k+n-1 , but no smaller, when the probability of receiving less than n-1 or greater than n+1 bits corresponding to one outer code symbol is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the WER when no LUT is used. In addition, we give a detailed complexity analysis of the BLS and SLS inner decoders with and without the LUT.
II. LUT Approach
In the DM construction, each element of a codeword of the 
( ( 1) -1) when δ=2n and I is large, an even smaller LUT can be obtained by only storing the middle metrics corresponding to sequences of length n-L to n+L for some L ≥1. Note that this assumes that P i =P d , since if P i >P d , for example, the LUT size can be further reduced by storing the metrics corresponding to sequence lengths from n-L' to n+L for some L'<L.
Determining the probability P e (L) that the length of the received sequence is straightforward. To this end, let P ie (resp., P de ) denote the probability that the length of this received sequence is larger (smaller) than n+L (n-L) so that P e =P ie +P de . One checks that
For negligible performance degradation, it is intuitive that P e (L) should be smaller than the WER when no LUT is used. Focusing henceforth on an LUT size of q(2
k+n-1 corresponding to the case L=1, we will show in section III that when P e (1) is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the deterioration in error performance will be insignificant. 
SLS inner decoder
SLS as the decoding methods. As in [2] , the following settings are used: P S =0, I=5 and |χ i |≤35. Further, where the LUT is used, the middle metrics corresponding to sequence lengths less than n-1 and greater than n+1 are all taken to be zero. Figure 1 shows that for both BLS and SLS and for both codes, there is hardly any deterioration in WER performance when an LUT of size 7·2 k+n-1 is used. This is not surprising since P e (1) is at least an order of magnitude smaller than For example, when P 0 .
, is equal to 6×10 ). In the former (latter) case, the LUT only takes into account received sequences of length n and n+1 (n-1 and n). Figure 2 shows a marked deterioration in the resulting error performance, with the SLS inner decoder practically failing to work.
Next, we study the impact of using an LUT size of 7·2
k+n-1 on WER performance when P e (1) is greater than To this end, we consider another realization of the DM coding scheme, namely, Code C, which comprises a (777, 333) LDPC code over GF (2 0 . w P k =8) and an inner code of rate k/n=3/6. Figure 3 shows the WER performance of this code with and without the proposed LUT under the following settings: P S =0, I=5, and | χ i |≤160. Unlike the situation depicted in Fig. 1 , an LUT size of 7·2 k+n-1 is now not sufficient to achieve negligible performance degradation in this case. This is not surprising because, now, P e (1) is greater than For example, when P 0 . 
-4 under BLS while P e (1)≈7.2×10 . Nevertheless, unlike the situation depicted in Fig. 2 for the SLS inner decoder with LUT, the deterioration in error performance here is not catastrophic. Hence, if storage complexity is a key concern, one might choose to accept such performance loss in exchange for smaller memory requirements to store the proposed LUT. Alternatively, one could choose a larger LUT based on the analysis presented in section II to reduce the degradation in performance, albeit at the expense of increased storage complexity.
In all our computer simulations, we use the log-domain belief-propagation decoder [5] to decode the outer code, with the maximum number of iterations set to 50.
IV. Complexity Analysis
A straightforward counting exercise yields the computational complexity of the BLS and SLS inner decoders with and without an LUT, which we summarize in Table 1 . There, N is the length of the outer code, x max is the maximum |χ i |, and M RA (M RM ) denotes the number of real additions (multiplications) incurred by a single middle metric computation. One checks that Table 1 , it is easy to see that the LUT-based approach significantly reduces the computational complexity of the inner decoder. For example, for Code A and the channel parameters used in our simulations, the BLS inner decoder without an LUT requires 343 (222) times more real additions (multiplications) than the LUT approach, while the SLS inner decoder without an LUT requires 361 (228) times more real additions (multiplications) than the LUT approach.
V. Conclusion
To summarize, we have shown that the LUT approach significantly reduces the computational complexity of the inner decoder. Further, we have shown that under the assumption of identical insertion and deletion rates, negligible performance degradation can be achieved with an LUT as small as 7·2 k+n-1 , but no smaller, when P e (1) is at least an order of magnitude smaller than Moreover, based on the analysis presented in section II, when this condition is not satisfied, a larger LUT can be chosen to reduce the degradation in performance, albeit at the expense of increased storage complexity.
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